
CHANGES IN INDIA AFTER INDEPENDENCE ESSAY

After a long and difficult freedom struggle, India attained her independence from . All living societies continually change
in response to the emerging new.

It has solved many problems no doubt but at the same time it has come in the grip of many new problems like
population explosion, unemployment, pollution, deforestation, corruption, price rise, above all the game of
dirty politics and terrorism. The Indian independence movement began in  Now, we have enough food for all.
Share Via Topics. Indian Independence The numbers behind Partition Partition leads to mass migration The
separation based on border lines created by the British at the end of their colonial rule came into effect at the
stroke of midnight on the eve of Aug 14,  India has since evolved into a vibrant constitutional democracy and
made rapid strides in several domains although there is a lot of work still to be done. India had been divided,
primarily along a religious line, into two pieces. Several amendments made to the Constitution tell that story,
but only partially. Expansion of farming area and introduction of high-yielding varieties of crops were the
major factors of growth in agricultural production. Health care sector Increase in life-expectancy is considered
one of the major achievements in health care in India. The sector could manage to end dependency on
imported food grains. One of the significant effects of the growth was that it could well manage to end
dependency on import of food grains. Growth of Agriculture Sector Since s, the progress in agriculture has
been somewhat steady. Modern machines can also be seen in our villages today. Since then the leaders and the
politicians have been trying their best to improve the condition of the masses. After a long-drawn struggle,
India has finally been declared a polio-free country. Overall, power generation in India has increased from
billion units BUs during 93 to  However, it soon dawned on the leaders of both countries that the hope and
optimism of that night would quickly turn to the harsh realities of how to handle one of the largest mass
migrations in modern history and the ensuing communal violence. Scientific achievements India has reached
new heights in rocket science and space technologies. But that did not last long and the Congress party
returned to power by winning back the confidence of the people. Most important was the fact that our country
retained the name India that is Bharat. India has falsified all the prophecies of doom. It has increased its
electricity generation capacity from 1, MW in to , MW as of  Moreover, the cases of HIV-infected people are
also witnessing a declining trend. Only lip service is paid to ideology.


